Defense Acquisition Regulations System, DoD 217.7103–4

217.7103–2 Period of agreement.
(a) Master agreements remain in effect until canceled by either the contractor or the contracting officer.
(b) Master agreements can be canceled by either the contractor or the contracting officer by giving 30 days written notice to the other.
(c) Cancellation of a master agreement does not affect the rights and liabilities under any job order existing at the time of cancellation. The contractor must continue to perform all work covered by any job order issued before the effective date of cancellation of the master agreement.

217.7103–3 Solicitations for job orders.
(a) When a requirement arises within the United States or its outlying areas for the type of work covered by the master agreement, solicit offers from prospective contractors that—
(1) Previously executed a master agreement; or
(2) Have not previously executed a master agreement, but possess the necessary qualifications to perform the work and agree to execute a master agreement before award of a job order.
(b) Follow the procedures at PGI 217.7103–3 when preparing solicitations for job orders.

217.7103–4 Emergency work.
(a) The contracting officer, without soliciting offers, may issue a written job order to a contractor that has previously executed a master agreement when—
(i) Delay in the performance of necessary repair work would endanger a vessel, its cargo or stores; or
(ii) Military necessity requires immediate work on a vessel.
(b) Follow the procedures at PGI 217.7103–4 when processing this type of undefinitized contract action.